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ABSTRACT

Smartphone is a fast growing product in electronic industry and it has been considered important for most of the people following its diversity of its use. The purpose of this study is to identify factors that affect satisfaction of customer after purchasing the product. The study employs quantitative method by surveying Generation Y among in Northern region of Malaysia with 382 respondents was participated. This study employs the Descriptive analysis, Correlation analysis, and Multiple Regression analysis. The results of this study are supported that product judgment, product feature, social influence, brand image and country of origin are correlate significantly with customer satisfaction. Meanwhile, the most influential element on customer satisfaction is product judgment. A discussion of the result of this study will form the basis recommendation for local producers, academicians and other stakeholders of the smartphone industry in Malaysia.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Smartphone industry receives attention from manufacturers to promote electronic devices into the market and cope with the market trend switching from conventional mobile phones to more advanced software-equipped phones. This study is conducted with the hope that it could help local producers targeting Malaysian customers by looking from customers’ perspectives towards the products and staying competitive in this industry. Chapter one discusses issues relating to the intentions to purchase smartphone by Malaysians Generation Y. The starting of this chapter will focus the background of the study, research gaps, research problems, research questions and objectives as well as the scope of the study. Later, it will be followed by the significance of the study of which contributes to marketing knowledge at the end of this chapter.

1.2 Background of Study

The main purpose of this study is to understand the critical factors affecting customer satisfaction of smartphone and to understand better the current dynamics of the Malaysia market for smartphone from the perspective of end consumers based on the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB). The focus on smartphone product is gaining importance for the
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